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SAVING PRIVATE DATA: THE ECONOMICS
OF ONLINE PRIVACY
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Senior Sophister

Economic activity is increasingly taking place in an online setting and the security
and privacy of people’s personal information is increasingly called into question by
whistleblowers and media outlets. In this econometric investigation, Greg Mangan
uses a logistic regression model to investigate what influences people’s concern about
privacy.While his results do not support hypotheses about demographic differences
he finds that being the victim of a cybercrime has a significant effect on fear.These
results suggest that stereotypes about different demographics ‘attitudes to the internet
may be an oversimplification, and that in reality differences in attitude are the result
of different experiences.

Introduction

as internet users, should we be worried about our privacy online? furthermore, are we
worried about our online privacy? there are many causes for fear in offering our personal
information online. however, from the point of view of businesses, and those concerned
with the function of economic markets, it is the fear itself that should be feared.
While much of the fear is justified due to credible threats such as scams and identity theft, there is a significant portion of worry that is unfounded, which impedes the
full efficiency of online markets. understanding the motivation for this fear and the demographic breakdown could be a huge advantage to businesses in terms of how they market their products and how they invest in security measures.
this paper aims to answer the question: who is worried about online privacy?
beginning with a literary review of writings on the economics of privacy, a logit model is
then introduced to answer this question based on a comprehensive dataset that ties attitudes and experiences of online privacy with demographic information. through the
course of the paper, ‘anonymity’ will refer specifically to online anonymity unless stated
and will be used interchangeably with ‘online privacy’.

Literary Review

a very important distinction to make in relation to online privacy is between attitudes
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and behaviours. acquisiti (2004) take a psychological approach to explaining inconsistencies in consumer behaviour, claiming that consumers cannot be expected to act rationally
in the decision making process for e-commerce due to self-control problems and the preference for instant gratification. some users may fail to behave in a way that protects their
privacy, even if this conflicts with their attitude towards privacy.
nehf (2007) furthers the debate over dichotomy between consumer actions and
consumer attitudes. a case of self-imposed information asymmetry is proposed in that
most web users simply fail to read online privacy policies for websites. these are often
lengthy blocks of convoluted prose that effectively mask the important implications for
user privacy. also, individuals may assume that a website suitably protects their personal
information from the belief that the brand name is trustworthy, due to their practices and
reputations in other (not necessarily online) markets. While companies may use this signalling to their advantage, there is often no basis for this assumption on the individual’s
part. as such, they are in a position where they have an incentive to accumulate personal
information (which can generally be used to analyse preferences and inform profit-maximising policies) with little backlash from their users, who are therefore presented with
a genuine cause for concern over their information availability online.
miyazaki and fernandez (2001) analysed studies in the area of risk perceptions
and how they affected individual’s involvement in online markets from the perspective of
‘internet literacy’. they found evidence in support of their hypothesis that ‘internet experience is positively related to the rate of purchasing products online’.
While freedom and choice are properties that are highly valued by economists,
it is argued in ‘Privacy and freedom: an economic (re-)evaluation of Privacy’ (van aaken,
ostermaier and Picot, 2014) that privacy (which hasn’t always been given the same weight
of importance) is a type of freedom and should therefore be considered a fundamental
economic concept. the authors construct an argument built around economic liberalism
and the idea that ‘freedom has intrinsic value’. revocability is identified as a key requirement in terms of individuals giving up their privacy- one should be able to reclaim it.
many websites that store large amounts of personal information such as facebook and
google fail to offer or weakly uphold this concept of revocability; the paper commends
the eu’s attempts to introduce a ‘right to be forgotten’.
setting aside the question of whether individuals have cause for concern, the
mere fact that they have concern is detrimental to the functioning of ecommerce markets. a federal trade commission report given to the us congress (ftc, 2000) noted
that studies show ‘privacy concerns may have resulted in as much as $2.8 billion in lost
online retail sales in 1999, while another suggests potential losses of up to $18 billion
by 2002’. unjustified worry may be considered a market imperfection, a failure to ‘sustain desirable activity’ (bator, 1958). ‘Desirable activity’ in this context is the highly eff-
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icient online market for goods. understanding worry over privacy issues, whether justified
or unjustified, is therefore essential for all firms engaged in this economic activity.

Empirical Approach

Data
to conduct an empirical investigation into the determinants of concerns over online personal information, a cross-sectional data set from the Pew research institute was selected.
the data was collected from a survey on anonymity, privacy and security online (Pew research institute, 2013).the majority of the questions were only asked of respondents who
initially answered yes to either being an internet user or a smartphone user, and so the
empirical analysis has been restricted to this subset of individuals. most of the variables
are binary dummy variables, derived from questions with ‘yes’ or ‘no’ answers.
the important variable that we seek to explain is that of whether an individual
is worried about their information being online or not. standard personal information
such as age and sex is included for each respondent. respondents are also asked if they
are a parent of a child 18 or younger. other explanatory variables can be gathered from
the survey such as views on the possibility of anonymity, views on the right to anonymity
and attempts at anonymity. the final data we will draw from the survey comes from a set
of questions about negative online experiences, for which we will consider a new binary
dummy variable that represents whether or not an individual has been a victim of one or
more of the listed abuses.

Model

the variables to be used in the model are:

yi = WorrieD-a binary dummy variable that takes the value of 1 if the respondent answers yes to ‘Do you ever worry about how much information is available about you on the internet…?’

X1 = Parent-a binary dummy variable that takes the value of 1 if the respondent is a
parent or guardian to a child under 18
X2 = age-the age of the respondent in years

X3 = seX-a binary dummy variable that takes the value of 1 if the respondent is male
and 0 if female
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X4 = anon_right-a binary dummy variable that takes the value of 1 if the respondent
answers yes to ‘Do you think that people should have the ability to use the internet completely
anonymously for certain kinds of online activities?’

X5 = anon_Pos-a binary dummy variable that takes the value of 1 if the respondent
answers yes to ‘…do you think it is possible for someone to use the internet completely anonymously…?’

X6 = anon_trieD-a binary dummy variable that takes the value of 1 if the respondent
answers yes to ‘Have you ever tried to use the internet in a way that hides or masks your identity…?’

X7 = Victim-a binary dummy variable that takes the value of 1 if the respondent answers
yes to at least one of eight questions about being the victim of a mishap due to online activity (stolen data, account compromisation, scam, harassment, loss of job/education opportunity, relationship trouble, reputation damage and physical danger)
to estimate the effects of the variables on individuals’ worries we define the following logistic model:

the model was run firstly for j=6 and secondly for j=7.

Choice of Statistical Model

the most important point to note from the variable specification above is that the dependent variable is binary. therefore, the aim is to build a model that predicts P(yi=1),
the probability of a yes for WorrieD. the linear probability model is one method for
achieving this, which follows a standard ols regression approach. however this gives
rise to two notable issues: the predicted values may fall outside of the range of the closed
set [0,1] (meaning an undefined probabilistic interpretation) and the marginal effect of
changes in explanatory variables is assumed to be constant (Wooldridge, 2012). instead,
the logit model is used as an alternative.
the logit model is built around a cumulative distribution function (cDf), as this
necessarily maps onto [0,1], solving the first issue above.the probit model is also built
around a cDf of the normal distribution.the probit would give similar results, especially
given the large sample size (n=770). seeing as the cDf used is a function of exponentials,
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the marginal effects are no longer simple constants, as was the case with linear models.
for the logit model ‘the magnitude of the effect varies with the values of the exogenous
variables’ (aldrich and nelson, 1984), which solves the second issue above of the unrealistic assumption of a constant effect.

Expectations

firstly, the data may be summarised as below:

Table 1: Data Summary

two groups that could be assumed to be sceptical of online safety would be parents and
the elderly. Parents may be more actively concerned, as concern for their child’s online
safety may force them to more strongly consider the dangerous of their own information
being online. Due to the rapid pace of technological change, the elderly are more likely
to be unfamiliar with new technologies and therefore possibly more sceptical of them.
therefore, it is expected that the results will show-positive relationships with WorrieD
for both Parent and age. seX is included as a control variable, aiming to reduce omitted variable bias. it is not expected that it would have any important effect on WorrieD.
it is expected that an individual who has tried to mask their online activity at
some point would naturally be more likely to have concerns about online anonymity. as
such, a significant positive impact on WorrieD is expected of the anon_trieD variable.the two other dummy variables related to questions posed about anonymity are less
clear-cut.the effects of the variables anon_right and anon_Pos are therefore ambiguous.
a stereotype of an individual who is worried about their information being available online may have historically leaned towards an image of paranoia. however, given
the rise of cybercrime in recent years (rtÉ, 2015) there is much more justifiable cause
for concern. as such, it is expected that Victim will have a significant positive impact on
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WorrieD.

Results

Logit Interpretations
interpretation of coefficients in the logit model is different to that of standard ols regression due to the non-linear relationship between dependent and independent variables.
the interpretation is ‘less straightforward’ (aldrich and nelson, 1984). however we can
still say that the sign of the coefficient determines the direction of the effect and that
greater magnitudes correspond to larger effects. the main difference is that we cannot
state the effect on the dependent variable of a per unit change in an explanatory variable,
we can only give statements such as: ‘an individual who answered yes for Xi, is more/less
likely to be worried’. significance is discussed in relation to the 5 per cent level.

Interpreting the Results

the logit test was run first for the case of j=6 (i.e. just using the first six explanatory
variables listed in the model section), giving the following output:

Table 2: Logistic Output for j=6

the first point to note is that the likelihood ratio chi-squared and its associated p-value of
0.0017 mean that the model is significantly better than a model with no predictors. as
expected the anon_trieD variable has a strong positive impact. the p-value of 0.001
suggests that it is highly significant. this would seem to go against the idea of acquisiti
(2014) that there exists a dichotomy between beliefs and behaviour as regards online
anonymity.
anon_right is not statistically significant for a one-tailed test, but using a
one-tailed test gives a p-value of 0.090/2=.045, which is statistically significant. an ar
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gument for this would be that it would seem illogical for an individual who does not believe in a right to anonymity to then be worried about their personal information being
online. anon_Pos does not appear to be significant.
surprisingly, Parent and age seem to have very little statistical significance,
which would challenge the perception of parental and elderly scepticism of technology.
even more surprising is that seX, while not statistically significant, is not too far off with
a p-value of 0.08. if significant, the coefficient would suggest that females tend to be more
worried. it would be interesting to see if a test on a larger sample would give a statistically
significant result.
secondly the model was run for j=7 (the same model as above but this time including the Victim term), giving the following output:

Table 3: Logit Model for j=7

similar interpretations are possible given this test. Parent and age are not statistically
significant. age has a higher p-value of 0.088 this time, suggesting that in the previous
model it was capturing some of the explanatory power of the Victim variable. our
pseudo r-squared of 2.53 per cent suggests that it is a relatively small proportion of differences that is being explained by the model; nonetheless some of the variables are statistically significant.
the main outcome from this test is that Victim is quite statistically significant
factor, due to the p-value of 0.015.the positive effect of this binary variable is as expected,
demonstrating that individuals who have been victims of online wrong-doings are more
likely to be worried. Paranoia could be interpreted as Victim not having a significant
impact on WorrieD, and so there does not appear to be an indication of this.
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Issues with the Model

one issue with the above question of paranoia is the direction of causality.the most logical
statement for paranoia would be a low P(Victim | WorrieD), as this looks at the probability that an individual has been a victim given that there are worried. the problem is
that our model is structured the other way around and so while our interpretation above
could possibly be true, in that paranoia could be indicated by a low significant impact of
Victim on WorrieD, it is probably safer to say that the model is inconclusive about
the existence or paranoia (rather than confirming its absence).
the strongest issue to highlight is in relation to the survey answers being interpreted as ‘yes’ or ‘no’ values. in determining values for WorrieD, anon_right,
anon_Pos, anon_trieD and Victim, the ‘no’ interpretation (the zero binary
value) also incorporates those respondents that answered ‘Don’t know’ or those that refused to answer. therefore the most explicit interpretation would not actually be ‘yes’
and ’no’, but rather ‘responded yes’ and ‘Did not respond yes’. the two human factors
that may distort the results in this case are honesty and willingness to disclose information.
in particular the Victim variable may be prone to bias in that respondents who were in
fact victims of the listed online attacks may, for reasons of shame or denial, answer ‘no’
or refuse to answer, which would give rise to a significant bias.
another issue is that our dependent variable is binary, though worry may not be
a binary concept. We are assuming that individuals are either worried or not worried. it
may be that there are different degrees of worry, even different types of worry, that should
be investigated.

Possible Extensions

With the worry issue in mind, one possible extension would be to gather categorical data
for worry. to look at the issue from the attitude versus actions perspective of acquisiti
(2014) and the ftc (2002) report, the WorrieD variable could take on distinct values
for responses such as ‘yes i am worried but no it doesn’t negatively affect my ecommerce
activity’ and ‘yes i am worried and yes it does negatively affect my ecommerce activity’.
to further analyse the interaction of the variables in this model, it would be interesting to incorporate questions regarding actual ecommerce engagement. a measure
of spending on online purchases could be introduced, for example an individual’s estimation of their annual spending in such markets. this could help to paint a clearer image of
the type of consumer that is worried about online privacy. further questions could be included about internet literacy, which miyazaki and fernandez (2001) would seem to suggest is an important factor.
a final extension would be a panel data analysis, introducing a time series by repeated surveying of the fixed sample of individuals. it would be very interesting to analyse
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the change in worries over time, and to single out the effects of large scale privacy scares
such as the edward snowden nsa whistleblowing incident (brown, 2014).

Conclusion

though the paper has not managed to identify key demographics that are most prone to
worry over piracy, this in itself could be a lesson to businesses. there is no singular face
of online fear, and so efforts to address privacy concerns should not depend on the demographic of a firm’s customer base.
the strongest result from the empirical analysis confirms that victims of online
attacks are more likely to be worried about their privacy, and also that there seems to be
evidence that individuals attitudes regarding privacy concerns are in fact aligned with
their behaviours.
finally, issues that could cause bias in the results are raised, giving rise to a discussion of an extended survey that would incorporate factors such as a non-binary view
of worry and an inter-temporal element, which would potentially give clearer results to
the question of who is worried about online privacy.
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